FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL PARKING REGULATIONS VISIT THE LUPD WEBSITE AT:
http://www.liberty.edu/lupd

Failure to comply with the Parking Rules and Regulations will result in the vehicle being towed at the registered owner’s expense.

All vehicles are required to park in a marked parking space in the area designated by their decal type during Operating Hours.

*LU Operating Hours are from 2:00 AM – 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday*

## IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Spaces marked with a SILVER or GREEN DIAMOND (signed and/or on the ground) and SPACES ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC PERSON OR DEPARTMENT as well as VISITOR and 30 MINUTE SPACES are reserved from 2:00 am – 5:00 pm Monday – Friday. Be aware of signage as some spaces and lots may be RESERVED AT ALL TIMES.

**Green RD Parking** – Spaces are designated by a sign marking them as RD spaces and/or may be marked on the pavement with a green diamond that has “RD” located in the center of it. These spaces are reserved for those individuals ONLY, AT ALL TIMES.

The following parking lots are reserved for LCA and TRBC students, faculty, and staff from 2:00 am – 5:00 pm, Monday – Friday: PTR1, PTR2, PTR4, PTR6. PTR3 is reserved for ELC only from 6:00 am – 6:00 pm Monday – Friday.

### PARKING SUMMARY

#### Decal

- **SILVER – Executive**: Silver decals allow parking in assigned spaces, Silver and Green diamonds, Faculty, Reserved, General and Resident parking lots and spaces.

- **GREEN – Official**: Green decals allow parking in spaces marked with green diamonds, Reserved lots, General and Resident parking lots and spaces. Not in assigned spaces or 30 min. spaces for more than 30 min.

- **BLUE – Reserved**: Dark Blue decals allow parking in areas reserved for groups and departments specific to certain buildings that are not open to the general public. The lot that a vehicle may park in is determined by the decal prefix. Student Athletes must register their vehicle according to their on campus residence before they can receive a decal for their area. Student athletes that commute to campus may only park in their designated athletic lot. Blue decal prefixes and the lot(s) they may park in are as follows...

  - **R1** – Faculty and Staff: Allow parking in DeMoss (former gated lot), Religion Hall, Hershey, Esbenshade, Furnace, Prayer Chapel, Bailey, Evans, LaHaye, Health Services, Green Hall Main Entrance
  - **R2** – Welcome Center, Prayer Chapel, Mansion
  - **R3** – Rhodes, Luurtsema
  - **R4** – East Club House/Pool reserved lot
  - **R5** – Football Operations Center
  - **R6** – Football Fieldhouse
  - **R7** – Worthington Stadium
  - **R8** – Vines
  - **R9** – LaHaye
  - **R10** – Cook Center
  - **R11** – East Field House

  *If you are unable to find parking in the lots listed for your decal you may park in the Doc’s Diner lot. Doc’s Diner is the overflow lot for ALL decal types. Parking in spaces labeled with Doc’s Diner is prohibited unless you are a patron of Doc’s Diner at the time your vehicle is parked in the space.*

- **BLACK – LU Residential Annex**: Black decals allow parking at the LU Residential Annex ONLY.

- **TURQUOISE – Alternative**: Parking is determined by the decal prefix as follows:
  - **A1** - Gwin ONLY and at all times.
  - **A2** - Residential Annex ONLY and at all times.
  - **A3** - River Ridge Mall (Macy’s), The Plaza, Wal-Mart (Old Forest Rd.), Tree of Life, Food Lion (Boonsboro Rd.), Airport Campus, Mayflower Maintenance facility ONLY and at all times.
  - **A4** - allowed on campus between 5:00 PM – 2:00 AM, Monday through Friday and on weekends ONLY unless displaying a CP hangtag or One-Time use parking hangtag.
  - **CP** – (Carpool hangtag) allowed in Carpool spaces or any regular space in Red or Purple parking lots. Tag must be hung from the rearview mirror and decal prefix number visible from front windshield. Vehicles parked in a carpool space not displaying a CP hangtag will be towed.

All decal types may park in Red and Purple parking areas DURING University Breaks ONLY. Red, Purple and Turquoise, may also park in Red and Purple parking areas during Finals Week and Labor Day. Visitor spaces and lots, 30 minute spaces and areas reserved for a specific person or department remain reserved during these times.

#### Decal

- **RED – Zone 1 General Parking**: Red decals allow parking in the following lots ONLY: Speakman, Reber-Thomas, Reber Thomas Dr., DeMoss (not in former gated lot), DeMoss Dr.

- **PURPLE – Zone 2 General Parking**: Purple decals allow parking in the following lots ONLY: Bailey, Evans, LaHaye Health Services and Green Hall Main Entrance.

- **ORANGE – South End Resident**: Orange decals allow parking in South End lots only. Orange decals with a U prefix are Restricted to Gwin. Orange decals without a U prefix may park in the following areas; Champion Circle, Keyhole, Stevens, Cundy, Ingram and Gwin.

- **YELLOW – East Campus Resident**: Yellow decals allow parking in East Campus lots only. Yellow decals with a U prefix are Restricted to Docs Diner logo. Yellow decals without a U prefix may park in the following areas: Martin, East Campus Dr. and Docs Diner (not allowed in spaces marked with Docs Diner logo).

- **TAN – Hill Resident**: Tan decals allow parking in the Hill residential lots only. Tan decals with a U prefix are Restricted to Bailey. Valid parking for Tan decals without a U prefix is in Bailey.

- **BLACK – LU Residential Annex**: Black decals allow parking at the LU Residential Annex ONLY.

- **TURQUOISE – Alternative**: Parking is determined by the decal prefix as follows:
  - **A1** - Gwin ONLY and at all times.
  - **A2** - Residential Annex ONLY and at all times.
  - **A3** - River Ridge Mall (Macy’s), The Plaza, Wal-Mart (Old Forest Rd.), Tree of Life, Food Lion (Boonsboro Rd.), Airport Campus, Mayflower Maintenance facility ONLY and at all times.
  - **A4** - allowed on campus between 5:00 PM – 2:00 AM, Monday through Friday and on weekends ONLY unless displaying a CP hangtag or One-Time use parking hangtag.
  - **CP** – (Carpool hangtag) allowed in Carpool spaces or any regular space in Red or Purple parking lots. Tag must be hung from the rearview mirror and decal prefix number visible from front windshield. Vehicles parked in a carpool space not displaying a CP hangtag will be towed.

All decal types may park in Red and Purple parking areas DURING University Breaks ONLY. Red, Purple and Turquoise, may also park in Red and Purple parking areas during Finals Week and Labor Day. Visitor spaces and lots, 30 minute spaces and areas reserved for a specific person or department remain reserved during these times.

### Decals must be affixed to the outside glass of the rear windshield, in the lower-left corner of the vehicle.

Contact the LU Police, Records Dept. at 434.592.3080 for direction of proper placement of the decal if this location is not physically possible due to the vehicle’s configuration.

**These rules and regulations are subject to change at any time. Any changes to parking will be posted under the LU Official Announcements section of the Liberty Login Page.**

If at any time during the school year your circumstances change and you will not be operating a vehicle on campus the decal must be returned to LUPD.

*** The campus-wide speed limit is 15 MPH unless otherwise posted. ***